7 Keys
by Lola Jones
I didn’t always Have it All.
Hi, I’m Lola Jones.
Earlier in my life, I was always searching for a way to fix my life, to feel joy instead of a
rollercoaster of emotions. But it was slow and I’d only find pieces of the answers. It’s not like I
didn’t work at it – I was dedicated to my personal and spiritual development.
But of all the therapies, books, seminars and modalities I tried, some only helped a little.
Maybe you can relate.
After all that work, and tens of thousands of dollars down the drain, my life was still
frustratingly full of disappointment, heartbreak, and struggle.
I still didn't believe I was loveable or worthy of lasting success. I had no idea how numb my
feelings were, or how my out of control thoughts, and feelings were keeping my dreams out of
reach.
My work life was okay, but not as prosperous and fun as it is now, because I didn't know how
to receive, how to allow things to come to me without massive effort. Money would come,
then it was gone.
I became exhausted, burned out, and crashed at 50. I had just had it with working so hard on
myself with so little improvement.
Everything changed when I spent 21 days in silence,
Speaking only to The Presence inside me.
I let everything go, and started over as if I knew nothing. I emerged feeling like a completely
new being, with a profound gift to change others’ lives with powerful energy you can feel in

my presence, or even in a webinar. I developed the 7 Keys and then many others, and used
them in my own life. They worked!
As I shared the energy and the Keys, it worked for others, and the word spread quickly
around the world.
I don’t care how old you are or what has happened to you, I can probably help you have the
happy life you want. Some of my students in their twenties and thirties are already living their
dreams. Another became debt free at 67. One found a juicy new love at 72.
I’m 68 and have been having the best time of my entire life for the past 15 years.
Better early… but better late than never!

Now I Do Have it All.
I am one powerful, fulfilled woman! Now I have it all: work I love, business success on my
own terms. Good things just come to me. I have plenty of free time.
My husband adores me beyond all reason, we have a wonderful romantic life, madly in love.
He sees me as the queen to his king. Oh, no
- I'm not on a pedestal - he knows the real
me, flaws and all.
We say exactly how we feel, disagree, even
fight - yet he calls himself the luckiest man
on earth. It's crazy good.
That’s us with our granddaughter.
There’s an energy, a power already inside
you - begging to be activated. Even if your
innocence and optimism are bruised,
battered, and buried under mountains of anxiety, shame, powerlessness, rage, ancient
societal conditioning, or repressed emotion – that can begin change in an instant.
I don't just talk and lecture - I show you how to turn that negative energy into productive
energy quickly. I guide you to be your brightest, juiciest, lit-up you – the YOU that can “have it
all” in relationship, family, health, finances, career, and spiritual life - everything.
I look forward to meeting you at some point and hearing your transformation story.
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These powerful 7 Keys are my gift to you. My work forms a strong, unshakable foundation
that supports you for the rest of your life. You can have a more satisfying love life, family
harmony, health, quiet mind, calm emotions, deep inner peace, a feeling of unshakeable
security, and powerful connection with God (Source, Spirit, any label you like.)
All of the hundreds of life-changing tools that I share grew out of these 7 Keys.
On your electronic device I’m afraid this ebook would be “out of sight, out of mind.” So please
do yourself a huge favor and print it out. Keep it handy and play with the tools. I don’t want
you to miss this chance. I also want you to make notes on this copy.

The 7 Keys are:
1. Large Self
2. Body Power
3. The Witness
4. Instrument Panel
5. Soften ~ Allow ~ Accept ~ BE WITH
6. Mind Invents Meaning
7. The Thousand Possibilities
The 7 Keys speed up and ease your life progress.
As you enjoy these profoundly powerful Keys, you are building a rock-solid foundation that
supports you to move into the happiest days of your life. Don’t make it into work - call them
Pleasure Practices so that you look forward to generating these good feelings in your body.
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As you play with the Keys:
• Enjoy a juicier life with more ease and flow
• Say goodbye to old patterns, suffering, struggle, heartbreak, self-doubt
• Feel way more physical energy and vitality
• Attract and receive more – allow it to come to you
• Feel tons of power and confidence - in romance, family, & work
• Fall in love with ALL your emotions
• Get free of Monkey-Mind and have more productive thoughts
• Have your deepest spiritual life ever
Those are just a few things you can have, but really, what do YOU want?
You don’t have to know the details – it’s more important to know how you want to FEEL.
Example: I want to feel deeply loved, supported, calm in my heart, relaxed and easy about
money, pure pleasure in my work, and one with God/Spirit/Presence….
Today’s date:
How I want to FEEL in one year? Write as much as you want here and on the back:
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The 7 Keys
Key 1 ~ Your Large Self
God, Spirit, The Universe can seem distant and impersonal, hard to feel close to. Hard to talk to
and get the personal guidance you need. That’s about to change!
Meet your Larger Self, your direct line to Spirit.
Your Large Self is literally the spiritual source that gave you life, continues to feed your energy, and
keeps you breathing - but it’s important that you don’t feel it is above you. That’s why I never use
Higher Self. That’s outdated, masculine, hierarchical.
In the image, your Large Self is not “above you”
– it surrounds you in all directions. It already
feels more supportive and intimate, yes?
That Larger You sees, knows, and cares about
everything you feel or need, and also has the
big Universal perspective on everything.
It has ALL the answers, and it’s already there
— surrounding you as well as inside you.
Your Large Self never abandons you, but you
do abandon it when you get distracted by the
world or unproductive thoughts. More on how to
manage those pesky, monkey-mind thoughts
soon.
Your Large Self never leaves you. (You leave it.)
Large Self never judges you, or makes your actions or feelings wrong. You can never make a
mistake in your Large Self’s generous, loving eyes. It’s always calling you onward to what you
want.
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The two best things about your Large Self (plus there’s more):
1. Your Large Self creates what you want, out ahead of you, and holds it until you get there.
Because you’ve been asking for change, your Large Self has already manifested those
changes energetically, and patiently waits for you to close the gap between here and there.
2. Your Large Self cannot ever leave you. This gives you an inner core of security and strength
that makes you wildly attractive to lovers and magnetizes all of life’s good things to you.
(You probably already know that you attract things that mirror your own vibe.)
Well, imagine the attract-ive, and attract-ing energy you’ll radiate when you’re living as your
powerful Large Self more of the time!
You probably feel like you already know this Large Self, but didn’t always know how to tap into it.
It has been there all along, but it’s easy for our focus to be so dominated by this physical world that
we think we’ve lost touch with it. It’s always right there.
You also already unfortunately know from experience what your “small self” feels like. It’s that very
human part of us that’s often victim-ish, survival-obsessed, fearful, knee-jerk, needy, doubtful,
powerless, sad, lacking, jealous, unclear, angry, stuck, frustrated, complaining, and stressed out.
All the stuff you don’t want but that may have dominated your life.
Whew, it’s time to get free of the grip of lower emotions. It may surprise you, though, that
every single one of those painful lower emotions holds a hidden treasure for you. As soon as you
claim that treasure, every single lower emotion rises up to a happy, high vibe.
You’ll come to love every feeling, and they will help you change your life. You’ll even come to love
your small self as together, we help it grow up and mature.
No worries when you slip into small self.
Another Key automatically shifts you into Large Self mode.
Now we consciously re-create your “definition of “God” so you can relate to it as your far
more personal Large Self.
You already have an unconscious profile of what you think “God” is. It is often a mish-mash of
ancient religious beliefs and who your parents were, and it often isn’t helping you.
Your Image of God heavily influences how the Universe treats you (again, you attract what you
feel.) That’s how powerful you are. It’s super important to re-define “God” so it works better in your
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life. It won’t help you to use my tools if your beliefs about God shoot you in the foot before you take
the first step.
DO THIS NOW!
Step 1. Make a list of the qualities of your old, outdated Spirit/God/Universe: “Judges me, is
aloof and unreachable, distant, doesn’t care about little old me, vague guidance, fickle, sometimes
good to me but not always, strict, angry…”
If you get stuck, just look around at your life and ask yourself, “How does the way my life IS show
me how I think God IS? What kind of God would give me this life and these problems?”
You get the idea.
Write them down. Have fun surprising yourself what was lurking in the back of your mind.
The way your life treats you tells you how you think God is.
Whoa. Hard reboot.
Step 2. Time for a WHOLE NEW DEFINITION! Let’s consciously create your new
God/Spirit/Universe. You are given this “Creator power,” so use it! Make it good. Make it juicy!
Make it work for you.
How do you want your new Spirit/God/Universe to be?
Make a list of qualities: “Personal, warm, supportive of me, concerned with even my most
mundane needs and wants? Funny, entertaining? Adventurous? Sends me clear, helpful
messages? Nudges me toward good things? Beams joy and pride at me….”
If you want more financial abundance try this one: “Acts as my business manager and Mentor. If
you want more love: Spirit is my ideal lover who never leaves me and won’t let me settle for
anything less in my human partner.”
Because Life shows you your beliefs.
People talk about “doing God’s will.” Here’s some really good news:
~ God wants you to know your will too, and will be what you want it to be.
~ Your Large Self’s will already IS God’s will!
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In 2006 I created my first conscious profile of my God — half is a rich generous father, and half is a
warm, loving, magical mother vibe. They’re humorous and personal, available night and day,
soothing, supportive, give me tons of power, and want me to have everything I want.
Now my life plays out according to my new definition of Spirit overall. I am still a “perfectly
imperfect” human, and I still sometimes “get in the way and mess things up”. I’ll show you how to
“stay out of the way.”

Key 2 ~ Witness Yourself
Your small self is so “in the thick of it” that it can’t see the big picture — it sees a thin slice of reality.
Small self has access to only a fraction of your power.
The “Larger You” is where your power is. As your Large Self, you are much wiser, smarter, and
more successful than your small limited human self. Large Self is an expanded you.
Large Self doesn’t take what happens to you personally. It feels your feelings with you, but in a
neutral, no-drama way. It sees a vast big picture. It doesn’t even see problems or obstacles — it
sees only solutions, and creates them instantly as soon as you need them.
As you Witness yourself, just watching, you open up to your Large Self’s huge perspective. It’s
easier to feel its guidance and tune into its solutions.
From that larger perspective you begin to see how you create your feelings, your romances, your
family relationships, your money situation — and how to change them!
Witnessing increases your awakeness and awareness. I don’t call it mindfulness because you’ll
soon discover it’s much, much bigger and more powerful than your mind.
• Remember those times when you felt like your emotions got the best of you?
• When you did or said things you knew were off?

Witnessing gradually makes you more conscious — less reactive.
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Key 3 ~ Witness Your Body
First let’s get you fully “in your body” and feeling just a bit more.
An electrical system must be grounded or else it has no power. When you’re not fully in your body
it’s as if your body’s electrical system is not grounded. Your full power comes on when you’re ALL
THE WAY in your body, and feeling everything with no false positivity.
People who aren’t in their bodies may know a lot but can’t put it into action and get real world
results. They can’t feel intense pleasure, juicy sex, or feel truly close to another person. It’s all
mental for them.
Most people today are not all the way in their bodies – most of their energy is dominated by and
concentrated in their minds. We’re conditioned to think in the head, not feel in the body. Mental is
masculine essence, but without your feminine essence’s feelings it lacks raw power and heart.
Some spiritual and religious myths told us the physical world and our bodies are bad and must be
transcended. That will make you tend to hover half out of your body without being aware you’re
doing it.
Many people have turned down the volume on their body’s so that feelings are less painful. In
order to survive, many who have had traumas or have been hurt emotionally had to escape their
bodies. Even people who are simply very sensitive to feelings may not fully be in their bodies.
Being fully in your body helps you manifest what you want,
from enlightenment to success in the physical world.
This Pleasure Practice grounds you in your body. It moves your energy and focus out of your
head and down into your body. You’ll Witness it happening, and it feels like pleasure!
Do this meditation whenever you Witness your thoughts dominating you, or it feels like energy is
concentrated in your head.
1. Breathe compassion for yourself in the top of your head and draw it down into your heart.
Focus only on that breath feeding and filling your heart.
2. Breathe out compassion for all people. Once you get that flow going….
3. Continue to breathe compassion for yourself into the top of your head, and breathe out
compassion through your root chakra (at the base of your torso) then send it on down into
the ground. As you fill yourself on the in-breath you have more to overflow to others.
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Do this Pleasure Practice often until you routinely Witness more energy in your root chakra than
in your head. You can do it anywhere, waiting in line, doing chores, working at your desk. It makes
a great morning or evening meditation, or midday break.
It grounds you fully in your body. Nothing is more important.
My online Portals keep meditation deliciously pleasurable, fresh, and interesting for you with
hundreds of such activities and meditations. www.DivineOpenings.com

“Lola’s methods feel so good it keeps me doing them … and it’s changed my life!”
Gabi, Germany

Key 4 ~ Your “Instrument Panel”
Now that you’re on the way to being grounded in your physical body, it’s easier to feel your allimportant feelings, and witness them from Large Self.
Print out the Instrument Panel on the next page and keep it where you can see it. One day you’ll
know it so well you won’t need to look at it – you’ll always know where you are.
Like the instruments on the dashboard of your car, it tells you which way you’re going, how fast,
and the distance left to get there.
The feelings at the top of the Instrument Panel feel good - you like and value them. The feelings
lower on the Instrument Panel don’t feel good - you don’t like or value them.
Soon you’ll be amazed to find that ALL feelings are GOOD, valuable, and super useful to you.
None are BAD or wrong.
I know — at first it’s hard to believe all feelings are good! Feelings may seem like something
to get rid of, they don’t even get better, or they keep you off balance. Maybe they led you
astray. You may have turned them off, numbed yourself, because they were too intense. I did
that when I was very young — so things came at me out of left field and I couldn’t feel them
coming.
It’s okay. It doesn’t matter where you’re starting from.
Your feelings can change in an instant. Then your life changes.
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The Expanded Instrument Panel
Ecstasy, Joy, Bliss, Oneness, Knowing

Abundance, Empowerment, Worthiness

Freedom, Delight, Love, Appreciation, Harmony
Inspiration, Wonder, Passion

Enthusiasm, Positive Expectation, Happiness

Belief, Confidence, Hopefulness, Possibility Curiosity
Self Esteem, Interest, Courage

Emptiness, Quiet Mind, Rest, Contented, Relaxed,

Higher
Lighter
Vibrations

“I don’t know,” Acceptance, Allowing, Peace,
Give Up, Let go, Bored, Indifferent,

----- The Tipping Point – Momentum, Your Reality Starts to Change ----Frustration, Impatience, Aggravation, Agitation,
Nervousness, Overwhelm, Stress

Disappointment, Doubt, Confusion, Uncertainty, Can’t Act
Worry, Insecurity, Negative Expectation
Discouragement, Quit, Tired

---------- Anger – The Bridge ----------Revenge, Hatred, Rage, Jealousy, Addictions, Loneliness, Lack,

Lower
Heavier
Vibrations

Craving, Desire that feels bad, Guilt, Blame
Fear

Sadness, Grief, Regret, Shame

Unworthy, Depressed, Despair, Powerless, Hopeless, Apathy, Numb
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Fortunately, your Large Self stays at the top of the Instrument Panel. It’s okay that your
smaller human self doesn’t always manage that. It sure is helpful that your Large Self does
stay up there, a shining beacon to guide and support you.
In the plainest language possible:
•

When you are above the Tipping Point on the Instrument Panel, you are agreeing with
your Large Self and “God.” Your Large Self always feels great about you and/or the
situation. You’re in alignment with your Large Self.

•

When you’re below the Tipping Point you are disagreeing with your Large Self. You’re
NOT in alignment with your Large Self.

•

Your Large Self will never go down there with you! It will hold that high vibration and call
you toward it, as if to say, “It feels really good up here. All of your power is up here and
you’ll get it back when you feel through that feeling. Come home!”

For example: If your partner left you, it’s natural to feel sad, and I want you to feel your sadness
fully. As you honor, allow, accept, and BE WITH that feeling, it moves up the Instrument Panel.
You join your Large Self and feel good about the many possibilities for love that are already
created, waiting for you.
If you don’t love your job, that feeling has a message for you, and I want you to feel it fully rather
than saying “it shouldn’t feel like this.” It DOES feel like this right now.
As you honor, allow, accept, and feel that feeling, it moves up the Instrument Panel. I have a set of
“Diving In” audios that walk you through being with feelings without resistance.
Your Large Self is waiting for you up there with infinite possibilities already created for you to move
into.
Your Large Self knows that your feelings are not “you” – they’re more like “products” of you –
fleeting chemicals that rush through your bloodstream.
Soon you will know how to use ALL feelings productively, and you’ll LOVE them ALL. I’ll show
you. Then you’ll know from experience.
Honor and value all feelings.
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USE THIS IN YOUR LIFE - Merely reading and thinking about it is mental and old-paradigmmasculine. To ground it in your life and see results, add the feminine element: feel and experience
it in your body and senses! Try it on like a new dress or pair of pants. Immersing in anything you
want to master speeds it up and replaces the old vibes with new ones.

1ST WEEK - SIMPLY FEEL:
•

Simply Witness how you feel moment by moment. Don’t try to change it just yet.

•

Notice where each emotion is on the Instrument Panel.

•

Be aware of which outside events cause your emotions to go UP or DOWN.

2ND WEEK - STOP WHEN IT FEELS BAD:
If you want to own your power, own your feelings — all of them! Take responsibility
for every feeling you get. You’ll gain massive power if you just try it, you don’t have to be perfect.
When you resist feelings, or blame them on someone else they stick to you like glue, because you
haven’t gotten their message. You haven’t received their treasure.
•

When you witness that a feeling doesn’t feel good, just STOP. Don’t say or do anything yet.

•

Focus inside you. Acknowledge that it’s all happening inside of you. Nothing and no one “out
there” really causes your feelings and challenges.

•

Have a chat with your Large Self:
~ “Hmmm…. I’m feeling _______.” ~ “Isn’t this interesting? I’m reacting to something.”
~ “Am I reacting to my own thoughts? If so, I’d better choose a better thought.”
~ “Am I reacting to another person? If so, I’m giving my power away to them!”
~ “I’ll own this feeling, take full responsibility for it, and not blame them for it.“
~ “I’ll honor this feeling, and feel it fully without fighting it.”
~ “I get the message it has for ME, and I get my power back.”
Feelings are my friends.
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3RD WEEK - FEEL THE FEELING FULLY:
•

Witness your feelings in your body with compassion and acceptance. No judging or rejecting
any feeling. Just observe it and allow it with total acceptance and compassion.

This is just the first couple of the 5 stages of Witnessing. Witnessing tunes you in to your Large
Self. You’ll love how your intuition, clarity, and wisdom blossoms as you Witness instead of letting
your mind run you.

Key 5 ~ Mind Invents Meaning
The main thing that gets in the way of feelings naturally moving through us like they’re supposed to
is: the mind takes over, and then we’re not feeling anymore… we’re thinking… and thinking… and
thinking!
The mind makes up interpretations of what’s going on. I call them “stories.” It creates meaning
where no meaning exists. In one of my 5 Day Retreats I drew this Meaning Generator on the
board:
As you’ve no doubt notices, the mind is a “Wrong-Seeking-Missile.” It bounces all over the place,
and often sinks into negativity. It often isn’t kind to you or others.
The mind tends to make you wrong, the situation wrong, men wrong, women wrong, the feelings
wrong. It can create negative feelings where no negativity exists. It often actually takes a feeling,
amplifies it, and makes the entire situation worse.
Don’t always believe what your mind says.
Now you know why “thinking it through”, or “talking it out” with your partner or boss doesn’t work
great - unless you’re awake to your own stories, and you stay out of story.
Story is 100% interpretation, not fact or reality.
• “He didn’t call me back because I’m boring.” (It doesn’t mean anything that he didn’t call.)
• “My car broke down because I’m unlucky.” (It doesn’t mean anything that your car broke down.)
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• “I’m broke because of my ex, my parents abused me, and no jobs are available.” (A story that
blames someone else gives your power to them, and keeps you spinning in circles in the story.)
• “I can’t change my life because I lack time and money and I never stick to anything.” (Whew! Is
that story what you want?)
Stories generate feelings, and shape your reality. Witness your stories.
Choose your stories on purpose.
You’re making them up!
You must drop the story about a situation before you can feel the feeling all the way through until
there is no charge on it.
If you’re stuck in the story, you’re not feeling, you’re thinking. The story just keeps generating more
of that feeling.
Okay, now you know that stories are not real, and they distract you from feeling.
So what do you do with feelings that are weighing you down?
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Key 6 ~ Soften ~ Allow ~ Accept ~ BE WITH
Take a powerful new attitude toward your feelings: “My feelings always have a valuable message
for me, and they are never wrong.“
Your feelings about any subject in your life predict what’s coming in that department of your life
(that is, if you are really feeling everything, and not glossing over true feelings with false positivity.)
If you feel authentically good (deep in your body) on a subject, in general, good things are
coming in that department of your life. If you’re a woman and you feel good about yourself and
men in general, that attracts and keeps a good romantic relationship. If you feel good deep down
about your finances, that feeling attracts more prosperity ahead.
Keep appreciating what’s going well to keep it going.
If you feel bad on a subject, that’s low on the Instrument Panel. You’re creating things you won’t
like in that department. For example, if you’re afraid of being hurt in love, that feeling attracts more
heartbreak. If you’re worried about money, or feel bad about past financial failures, that feeling
attracts lack of money.
So what do you do if a feeling is low on the Instrument Panel?

Soften ~ Allow ~ Accept ~ BE WITH
Here’s How (If you need more help with this powerful process, join me in webinars where I
personally walk you successfully through this and all the processes. Or you can take Portal 1 selfpaced with regular free webinars. www.DivineOpenings.com/webinars)
~ Soften - Drop the story about the situation, so you’re feeling, not thinking. This helps: Let a
vortex of energy spin inside your head. It sucks up all your thoughts and tension, and then drops
them like lead down into your root at the base of your torso. Drop your shoulders with it.
•
•
•

Soften around the feeling - wrap it and you in a soft, comforting blanket.
Don’t judge the feeling. Don’t interpret it as bad or wrong. Do not try to make the feeling go
away.
Delay talk and action till you feel good. Avoid drama - that is ALL story.
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~ Allow - Make the decision: “I allow this valuable feeling.” Do not want the feeling to go away.
When you stop resisting and allow the feeling, it can flow through your body.
•
•

Appreciate it even though you may not yet know what treasure it holds for you.
Use the Vortex exercise (that I gave you before) to suck up the messy feelings and thoughts
in your head and drop them down to your root. Feel it there. That stops the mental process
that keeps you stuck in story. The story keeps you in thinking, and stops you from truly
feeling the feeling. In my complete work I call it “Drop the story, feel the feeling.”

~ Accept - Accept that “the feeling is here.” The situation just IS.
•
•

Accepting it doesn’t lock you into it at all — resisting it glues you to it. Don’t try to make the
feeling go away. (What you resist persists. Acceptance takes the charge off of it.)
The sooner you simply accept “this feeling is here,” (temporarily) the sooner it can move on.

~ BE WITH the feeling like a friend sits with a friend. Your new best friend IS your feelings.
Don’t try to fix it or make it go away.
•

Drop your shoulders with a big sigh. “Here I am. This IS how I feel. This is not about anyone
else. It’s MY feeling.”
When we resist “what IS” we LOSE every single time. It just IS.

I know it seems like we need to convince other people and change situations. But your power is
NOT out there! “Out there” is much too big to control, so control YOU and you have all the power
you need!
Your power is in you.
Focus on you you you until you have mastery of you. Then everything outside you goes better.
Every time you get a feeling you don’t want? Soften ~ Allow ~ Accept ~BE WITH. It soon
becomes your new habit, with no work at all.
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As you practice Soften ~ Allow ~ Accept ~BE WITH in your life, your vibe changes, and you
become more luminously attractive and magnetic to everything, not just love.
When something you don’t want happens:
~ “This temporarily IS, so I won’t fight with it.
~ I’ll soften and allow the feeling.
~ I’ll BE WITH THE FEELING, like burning it up, until there is no charge on it anymore.
~ When the negative charge on it is gone, I’m free.
~ Then I can see the thousand new possibilities my Large Self has already created for me.”
Does the way you perceive yourself or the situation agree with your Large Self?
Does the way you’re thinking about yourself or the situation agree with your Large Self?
Is this feeling a message that something in your life needs to change?

Key 7 ~ The Thousand Possibilities
The human mind and your small self operate mostly in survival mode until you wake up the frontal
brain’s capacity for enlightened living. That’s what my work does — it literally activates the part of
your brain that can access to your Large Self.
You repeat old patterns over and over again because your primitive brain still feels like that
caveman you haven’t completely evolved out of:
“Happiness is not even important! — not even on the radar! Staying alive is my only goal. Stick to
the old habits that kept you alive! Don’t change anything!”
You hold onto limiting beliefs and old habits because deep down you feel they kept you alive, so
why risk messing with them? (Happiness is why, but that’s your Large Self talking!)
That caveman feels scarcity everywhere, from love to food to money. It decides what’s safe and
what’s possible, or not, by your past experiences. It sees all of the limitations and few of the
possibilities.
Your Large Self sees only possibilities, and the more you use these tools that shift you into Large
Self living, the better life goes.
No limitations. No fear. No doubt. No obstacles.
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“There are always a thousand possibilities, and my
Large Self has already laid them out in front of me.”

Begin to put it all together:
When a work situation is driving you crazy, drop the story and feel the feeling. Give it a meaning
that works for you. Witness as your Large Self:
“This is temporary. I’ll feel through the feeling. I’ll witness it as my Large Self. How does my Large
Self perceive this? What possibilities has my Large Self already created for me?”
Don’t fight with what IS. Flip your powerful thoughts to the thousand possibilities your Large Self
has already placed out there in front of you. Don’t focus on what’s wrong while your Large Self is
waving, “Come this way, over here!”
When a date you really like doesn’t want to have a relationship with you, that simply IS.
Don’t give it any meaning about you. Meanings are made up by your mind.
A car cuts in front of you - practice not giving it any meaning. It’s your feeling - BE WITH.
It’s all about you — you choose your responses.

Just a small sample of the abundant Keys ahead:
• Use balanced feminine and masculine energy and you don’t have to choose love OR money,
relationship/family OR career, free time OR financial success. You can have it all.
• Let everything come to you rather than having to go after people and things.
• Have a quiet, efficient, peaceful, awakened mind instead of a Monkey Mind that dominates you.
• Get over severe, even decades-old trauma and abuse quickly. Stop tortuous thoughts.
• Tame those rollercoaster emotions, be happy and stress-free, sleep better.
• Get over lost love, deaths, and abandonment.
• Move deeply buried, walled-off emotions.
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• Erase years of old conditioning, self-doubt, unworthiness, and limiting beliefs, without hard work.
• Use your thoughts and emotions to manifest quickly.
• What’s more powerful than Law of Attraction?
• Use words and language to communicate powerfully?
• How words, thoughts, and actions create reality.
• “Effective questions” that go straight into God’s ear and come out as brilliant solutions to all of
your goals and challenges. More powerful than prayer or manifesting.
• 100 methods and meditations to keep your body stress free, and keep it fresh and fun.
• 80 fresh new meditations to stay in direct communion with Source.
• How to keep other people’s negativity from sticking to you.
• Physical healing. How to self-heal. What causes physical illnesses?
• Resolve family strife and hurts quickly — you’ll be astonished how it opens up money and love.
• Resolve old hurts and resentments before it makes you sick.
• Dissolve blind spots you’ve had for years.
• End generations of suffering and struggle as you resolve it in yourself.
• How to live in “ease and flow,” and “stay out of the way,” so Grace can carry you.
• Prepare yourself to serve in a larger role. Do your part to change the world.
• Discover lifetimes of latent talents as your Large Self emerges. Fulfill your potential.
• In the higher Portals you begin to discover multiple realities.
• Meet your alternate selves in other dimensions. Let them help with your projects and challenges.
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• Send unfortunate happenings back to the Void, where it’s as if they never happened.
• Shift into new realities rather than trying to change the old one.
• Experience endless possibilities and never-ending evolution. Have something to look forward to
forever.

~ I Want It All! How Do I Know More? ~
Now you’re more conscious of how you’re creating your life. As you use the 7 Keys in
mundane everyday situations, you feel more calm, empowered, and satisfied with your life.
There is always more spiritual and personal growth, love, joy, and success waiting for you as
you open up more and more to living as your Large Self. The best part is, it is a pleasure to
practice these effective new habits. Life is not supposed to be hard work.
My 5 Portals of Awakening take you deeper and deeper into the hidden treasures that are
waiting to be discovered inside of you. Into life mastery, spiritual bliss, and deep inner peace. It
all begins here.
Portal 1: The Foundation Online I’ll guide you step-by-step to master these 7 Keys and many,
many more, until every area of your life shines with satisfaction. Portals 2 through 5 expand
your life in ways you never imagined were possible. Your bright, new life begins today.
What can I help YOU with?
Almost anything.
I’m here for you 24/7 at
www.DivineOpenings.com
Questions?
Please email. My assistant will
tell me, and I’ll answer you
personally: alice@lolajones.com
Love and Grace,

Lola Jones
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